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Move over cronuts; make way for the latest food trend that is literally going around 
Jakarta – food trucks!  
 
On a fine spring day sometime last year, I was sitting on the steps of Columbia 
University in New York City. I was ravenous, but had no desire for dining hall food, 
nor did I have enough money to get some fancy dinner. Thus, I opted for third best 
option – Korean BBQ served fresh from the stoves of the bright orange truck parked 
right in front of me. The portion was generous, considering the price was affordable 
for a college student like me. This was on Tuesdays; on Fridays there would also be a 
Mexican food truck selling fresh tacos and burritos. For the past few years, many 
mobile eateries have been making their ways through American metropolitan cities. 
Thus, it delights me to finally say this – food trucks have finally arrived in Jakarta.  
 
The first food truck in Jakarta, Taco Truck, started making its ways around September 
2013. “There were a lot of mobile shops in Jakarta, but there was not an actual ‘food 
truck’ going around the city, where the food would be cooked inside the truck like the 
ones in the States,” Andre Tenardi, founder of Taco Truck, said. Tenardi wanted to 
provide a fresh breath of air to Jakarta’s American-and-Italian-dominated culinary 
scene by presenting a foreign delicacy that is not so familiar in Jakarta. “We wanted 
to sell something that wasn’t just kebabs and burgers. There aren’t that many Mexican 
places around Jakarta, so we decided to sell Mexican food. I also happen to love 
Mexican food,” he said. Taco Truck sells tacos, burritos and quesadillas for Rp. 
35,000 to Rp. 40,000 each. The crispy beef taco, according to Tenardi, is a must try.  
 
Fellow Mexican food lovers, Edwin Setjodiningrat and Griselda Valentina were also 
inspired to bring a similar Mexican meal-on-wheels experience to Jakarta. Fresh from 
their college experiences in the West Coast – where guacamole is practically a staple 
– Setjodiningrat and Valentina had missed Mexican cuisine greatly. “The Mexican 
food available in Jakarta was just not cutting it for us. We longed for the relaxed and 
chill vibe that comes with eating Mexican food in the States,” Setjodninigrat said. 
“Thus, we decided to make it ourselves. After numerous tastings, we finally got it and 
it was pretty darn good. It didn’t take long before we realized we can actually sell 
this.”  
 
The first step that Setjodinigrat and Valentina took in opening their food truck was 
fixing up an old, rusted American 1941 Chevrolet 1-ton pickup. “We told ourselves: if 
we want to sell Mexican street food, we’ve got to do it just like how they were selling 
it in East LA. We had to build a food truck that had to be unique, catchy, and fun,” 
Setjodinigrat said. Thus, Loco Mama was born, “delicious Mexican food that will not 
dent you wallet and even better, served in a laid back atmosphere,” as described by 
Setjodinigrat himself.  
 
It is definitely hard to miss Loco Mama’s bright orange truck. I had the chance to see 
it for myself one hot weekend at an Encore bazaar in PIK. Valentina, Setjodiningrat’s 
partner, accompanied me as I devoured a delicious Loco Mama lengua (beef tongue) 
burrito. The portion is generous for its cheap price of Rp. 35,000 to Rp. 40,000 (Rp. 
5,000 for extra toppings like guacamole and sour cream. Eating a Loco Mama burrito 



distinctly reminds me of eating at Chipotle, the popular Mexican national chain in the 
U.S., where the portions are big, the guacamole tasty, and the laughter between 
friends endless. It is safe to say that Setjodinigrat and Valentina have reached the chill 
and casual culinary experience they were originally aiming for.  
 
PIK, however, is not their usual playing ground. “We usually only operate the truck 
on weekends, parking in front of Valcucine, Kemang while we sell our food,” 
Valentina said,  “We, however, have been often asked recently to sell our food at 
bazaars and festivals all around Jakarta during weekends.” In this case, Loco Mama is 
different than Taco Truck, which operates daily. A North-Jakarta native, Tenardi 
takes his truck to spots around his home base like Pantai Indah Kapuk (PIK), Muara 
Karang and Pluit. “The time we would stay at each place would be different each 
time. Sometimes, we would stay for a month for food festivals, sometimes we stay for 
just a week,” he said. “It really depends on the market.”  
 
There are many advantages of having a food truck. According to Tenardi, mobility is 
one. “Instead of having to wait for the people come to you in a physical restaurant, 
having a food truck means you can come to the people directly,” he said. Khairisa 
Putri, fellow food truck founder of Amerigo, agrees with Tenardi. “The huge 
advantage of having a food truck is that it gives us flexibility to “follow” the market, 
either to follow the hippest location or to follow market deman,” Putri said. “With 
much higher flexibility to change, the risk suddenly feels lighter.” Amerigo has just 
begun opening its truck for business, serving “food from all around the world, from 
the common US beef burger, to Korean Japchae, and even less-known Scottish 
snack”, according to Putri.  
 
Another great reason of having a food truck is obviously the factor of price. “The 
rising of rental cost in Jakarta plays a significant role in our decision of entering the 
food truck business, rather than opening a restaurant or a café,” Anglia Auwines, 
founder of another popular food truck in the city, Jakarta Food Truck (JFT) said. JFT 
was first started when Auwines and fellow Jakarta Food Truck partner and celebrity 
chef, Ari Galih Gumilang, noticed there was not a lot of hygienic street food in 
Jakarta.  
 
JFT operates daily, selling in Setiabudi and Kuningan on weekdays, and in Kemang 
on weekends. The food of JFT is reminiscent of a laidback home-cooked meal: simple 
and nothing fancy, but still delicious and tasty. If you are feeling like some American 
grub, bestseller items on the menu include their Sloppy Joes, Barbecue Ribs and Oreo 
Fritter (Fried Oreos). But if you are feeling like eating something to delight your local 
taste buds, then the Nasi JFT is for you. Their American-colored-themed truck is 
pretty hard not to spot; although I would recommend coming a bit later during the day 
on weekends, so that hanging out would not feel as hot.  
 
Now that I have given you a variety of food trucks to choose from, it’s time for you to 
experience the meal on wheels for yourself. Follow each food truck’s social media, 
whether that being Instagram, Twitter or Facebook, to see where they will be parking 
their colorful trucks. Take a friend or two; you will surely have a good time.  
 


